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Cabo Update: Hacienda Cocina y Cantina Debuts
By Lisa Cohen | ModernLuxury.com | Marc h 22, 2010

Hac ienda Coc ina y Cantina in Cabo

Jetting back to Cabo? Great news: There's yet another hot new restaurant in town. Mere steps
from the white sands of Medano Beach, overlooking the famous Land’s End formation, Hacienda
Cocina y Cantina (Calle Gomez Farias S/N, Colonia El Medano, 415.259.4170) brings upscale
Mexican comfort food to the Hacienda Beach Club & Residences (800.670.0310). The
restaurant puts a sophisticated spin on the home-style specialties that express Mexico’s regional
diversity and local character, with dishes ranging from the seafood specialties of Veracruz to the
savory tamales and moles of Oaxaca and Puebla, plus Guerrero style soups and stews. There's
even a Mexican version of mac and cheese called Fideo Seco, made with pasta, fresh cheese,
cream, and avocado.
Notice the "cantina" in the name, which means you can also expect a list of fine tequilas, locally
brewed beers and an extensive wine list of bottles produced in surrounding regions. And here's
the kicker: There's also a Curas menu—filled with fresh fruit-based potions specially crafted to
relieve stress, regain focus and elevate the spirit—based on old-world rituals and folklore methods
of healing. If you happen to try one of these, be sure to let us know if it works.
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